Wireless at U.Va.

Wireless is an innovative technology that allows you to make a computer connection to the University network without the physical restrictions of being plugged into a wall outlet. With the wireless LAN (Local Area Network) deployment at U.Va., computing becomes even more portable—you can make connections for casual computing such as answering email and surfing the Net (small transactions). U.Va. Wireless is not intended for large transactions like downloading MP3 files or watching streaming video. Just as with cell phones, there will be dead spots and there is no guarantee of 100% coverage in every area of each building equipped with wireless access points. The system is based on the Wi-Fi standard.

**ITC does not recommend using a wireless connection when dealing with critical information or systems.**

**Getting Started**
- Background and instructions on getting wireless up and running

**Choosing a Wireless Card or Device**
- Should be compatible with U.Va.'s Wireless network

**Register your Wireless Card or Device**
- Required before your device can connect to the U.Va. network

**Setup your Wireless Card or Device**
- Configuring your wireless card to connect to our network with encryption

**Guest Access**
- Access information for sponsored guests

**Locations and Coverage**
- Where it is now, what kind of coverage, getting it installed in your area

**Security and Policy**
- Security statements, airspace guidelines

**Frequently Asked Questions/Troubleshooting**
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**Links**

3. https://nori.itc.virginia.edu/cgi-bin/mac_registration.cgi?alien=1